
 

 
About Peter Deunov: 

Peter Deunov (also known as Beinsa Douno) was a 

spiritual teacher of rare attainment, who taught in 

Bulgaria during the first half of the twentieth 

century. He was born July 12, 1864 near the Black 

Sea. From 1888-1895 he studied medicine and 

theology in the USA. Returning to Bulgaria, he 

withdrew mainly into the mountains to prepare for 

his Divine work. 

In 1897 he began teaching. In 1900 he set up the 

"Fellowship of Light," based on Divine Love, 

Wisdom, Truth, Justice, and Goodness. From then 

on he traveled throughout the country, teaching 

and healing, eventually establishing his base in 

Sofia, where a community gradually grew up 

around him and regular lectures were given. 

He passed over on the 27th of December 1944 

leaving a following of 40,000 people. Peter 

Deunov left an invaluable spiritual heritage in his 

numerous talks and lectures, prayers, formulas and 

songs, physical and breathing exercises, spiritual 

methods and practices for group work, self-

development and conscious living. 
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The Master Speaks 

Often we read to gather information, or to 

stimulate our minds, and yet the most important 

reading is for our souls. This is a book that I feel 

talks directly to our souls. There are many higher 

truths that our minds may have difficulty in 

grasping, but our souls can understand and so we 

learn on a higher level.  - Anita Maritz 

 

From the book: “Therefore, remember: You are 

soul, not body! You are a soul conceived at one 

time by the Divine Spirit, conceived in Love. At 

the present moment, your soul is already a bud, 

waiting to blossom into a flower.”  
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